Reservation System:
At this time, you can make a reservation for the Action Range
by emailing Bob at pres@mediacombb.net, No Calls Please!
Please allow a reasonable amount of time (24 hours) to make
your request and get an answer. Your returned email will
include a conformation of the time, day and date plus the Box
Number (1-4) as well as the combination for the door.
Reserve on the Hour, it is easier for everyone, 8-9, 4-5 . . .
Feel free to make multiple reservations with one email
Use the Door Combo,
Lock yourself in and when done and have cleaned up,
Obey all the rules or else
No buddies in this range with you unless they too are AR
Members with reservations
Clean up your mess
Make sure door is closed and locked
Turn OFF the Target Compressor

June 2016

action range
basics & rules
The Linn County Izaak Walton
offer the use of this Range to
members meeting certain criteria.
First, a minimum donation has been
made by each person to become a
member of the action range.
Second, each member has passed and
kept current a proficiency skills test.
Third, each member had signed our
General Release form.
Forth, enjoy this range within the
rules posted and written for it!
The Ikes designed and built this range to be as safe as
possible using cost/feature trade-offs to make the
occurrence of accidents as small as possible working
within our given budget.

You must make a reservation to use a box by number (1-4) for an
hour of time, from 8:00 AM until 7:00 PM on the hour of time.
If the Box is not reserved for the following hour and you wish to
continue, you may. If the box beside you is not reserved, you can
use its shooting lane and target stands to setup targets.
One Person/Member in a Box at a time while shooting!
Only Handguns shooting regular ammunition will be allowed!
Ammunition must be standard, caliber from .22 through .45 with
No Magnum ammo, No armor piecing ammo, No muzzle velocity
greater than 1250 fps. No Bottleneck Cartridges!

The concept of this Action Range was formed when a number of
Ikes members approached us asking for a way to practice the art
of drawing and firing a handgun with live ammunition to enhance
their skill sets for Action/Combat such as IDPA or IPSIC shooting as well as Cowboy shooting. CCW permit holders and others
wanting to work on the Self Defense Skills of drawing and firing
from concealment is also part of this usage plan.
During the proposal and concept phases many add-on options
were proposed. Due to budget and physical size limitations we are
back to being able to offer four members of the Action Range at a
time the ability to draw and fire handguns at a variety of targets at
various sizes and distances. Targets can include Steel Targets that
are at least 30 or more feet from the shooter.

Targets can be Paper or Cardboard where the bullets fired hit
only the backstop. Steel Targets can be used at 30 feet and more
from the shooter. If you use our steal, paint it with your paint!

We can not offer a safe way in this building to move around much
and practice a match style shooting event. Just basic Draw and
Fire practice and shoot at Steel Targets that you can not do on our
other ranges.

Shooter is financially responsible for all damages to the range
and/or other people.

If or when we build Phase II, it should be designed for more
moving and firing scenarios. The backstop is built and in place, as
is one of the two main walls that would be needed.

Once you enter, lock the door please.
To Draw and Fire, toes behind the Yellow Line
Clean up after yourself, no one will do it for you for free!
Be done on time so the next shooter can start on time.
You can “Gear Up” outside, you can only holster inside your Box
Basic Safety:
Never touch a gun while someone is down range
Allow reasonable times to go forward and
repair target
Eye and Ear Protection are required
Name Tag for the Action Range are required
Your Holster can not be pointed to the back.

Steel Targets that would be left in the Acton Range are possible,
but another round of contributions would be needed to make the
purchase. Those making such contributions would be on a committee to agree on what to buy.
The Ikes will provide 4 stands to hold targets per Box position.
You must bring your targets to insert into the stands. We will
make those materials available here for as little cost as possible.
Including the wood slats and IDPA or IPSIC Cardboard Target
cardboard.

